**RICERCATE E PASSAGGI**

Improvisation and ornamentation, 1580-1630

This series presents, in a highly practical format, most of the really worthwhile material from the treatises of Girolamo Dalla Casa (1584), Giovanni Bassano (1585/1591), Richardo Rognoni (1592), Francesco Rognoni (1620), Vicenzo Bonizzi (1626), Aurelio Virgilio and others. The emphasis is on providing ricercate and other examples of decorated music that can be used in a number of different ways and with various instrumental combinations.

NB: the supplement editions (REP3a etc) which contain the original compositions that Bassano and Dalla Casa used are included in the main publications.

---

**REP1**

**AURELIO VIRGILIANO,** Thirteen Ricercate from Doloimedito for solo instrument (cornetto, recorder, flute, violin, etc.). Virgilio’s ricercars are long, improvisatory pieces, calling for quite a fluent technique. They provide what is almost certainly the most useful practice material for late sixteenth-century music. Our edition presents most of the pieces at two different pitches, in order to bring the music within the compass of the widest possible range of instruments. £12.50

---

**REP3**

**GIROLAMO DALLA CASA and GIOVANNI BASSANO,** Divisions on Chansons for soprano instrument (recorder, cornetto, violin, etc.) and continuo. These pieces are based on five well-known chansons of l’Ile d’Amour, Ung gay bergier, Petit Jacquet, Petite fleur coince et jolye and AIX avoit aus dans la malere. Our edition includes a short score for keyboard, and a separate alternative lute part. One copy of the companion issue, containing the five original chansons, is also provided. **Score and parts** £12.50

---

**REP4**

**GIROLAMO DALLA CASA** Madrigali da sonar con la viola bastarda for viola da gamba and continuo. These are based on five madrigals by Cipriano da Rore (see below). Our edition includes a short score for keyboard, a separate lute part, and a copy of the companion issue containing the original madrigals. **Score and parts** £10.50

---

**REP5**

**GIROLAMO DALLA CASA AND GIOVANNI BASSANO,** Divisions on Chansons II for soprano instrument and continuo. This contains decorated versions of two five-part chansons by Thomas Crecquillon, Content ou non and the lovely Onques Amor. Includes an alternative lute part, as well as one copy of REP5a. £6.50

---

**REP6**

**GIROLAMO DALLA CASA** Canzoni da sonar con la viola bastarda for viola da gamba and continuo. This volume contains virtuoso settings of Clemens non Papa’s Maii languiray je, Crecquillon’s Ung gay bergier, Janequin’s Martin menoit son porceau, and Sandrin’s lovely Douce memoire as well as a canzon da sonarby Claudio Merulo. Alternative lute part continuo part included, as well as one copy of REP6a. **Score and parts** £10.50

---

**REP7**

**GIROLAMO DALLA CASA & GIOVANNI BASSANO,** Divisions on “Susanne ung jour” for soprano instrument and continuo. Lassus’s beautiful chanson is quite simply one of the classics of its time. Bassano’s divisions are particularly elegant and satisfying. This edition includes an alternative lute part, and one copy of REP7a. **Score and parts** £6.50

---

**REP8**

**GIROLAMO DALLA CASA and GIOVANNI BASSANO,** Divisions on Chansons II contains divisions on two six-part chansons, A la fontaine du prez and Arousez vous. A copy of the companion edition is included. **Score and parts** £8.50

---

**REP9**

**RICHARDO RGNIONI,** Viola Bastarda Settings for viola da gamba and continuo. Includes two versions of Crecquillon’s Ung gay bergier and two of Rore’s Ancor che coi partie. **Score and parts** £6.00

---

**REP10**

**GIOVANNI BASSANO,** Eight Ricercari (1585) are highly expressive and beautifully-paced improvisations are from Bassano’s Ricercate, Passaggi et Cadentie. They are essential repertoire for any serious player of the recorder, violin, cornetto or flute. Our edition prints each piece at the original pitch, and a transposed pitch. £5.50

---

**REP11**

**GIROLAMO DALLA CASA, GIOVANNI BASSANO and others,** Ancor che coi partie (settings) for solo instrument (or voice) and continuo. Contains all the decorated versions of Rore’s famous madrigal (apart from the viola bastarda versions). **Score and parts** £8.50

---

**REP12**

**GIROLAMO DALLA CASA/CIPRIANO DA RORE,** la dolce ombra for four voices or instruments. This sequence of six madrigals has divisions in all four parts in Dalla Casa — the only extended example of its kind. A copy of the companion edition is included. **Score and parts** £8.50

---

**REP13**

**DALLA CASA/BASSANO/Vestiva col coll** This volume collects together all the surviving decorated versions of the famous madrigal. **Score and parts** £9.50

---

**REP14**

**DALLA CASA, BASSANO and others,** Divisions on Madrigali I soprano instrument and continuo. **Score and parts** £9.50

---

**REP15**

**FRANCESCO RGNONI,** Viola bastarda settings viola da gamba and continuo. This contains all the viola bastardamusic from Rognoni’s Selva di varie passaggi of 1620. There are versions of Vestiva col coll and Susanne ung jour £6.50

---

**REP16**

**BASSANO, BOVICELLI and others,** Divisions on Io son ferito ahi lasso for soprano instrument/voice and continuo. £8.50

---

**REP17**

**BASSANO & DALLA CASA,** Divisions on Palestrina’s Pulchra es amica mea. **IN PREPARATION**

---

**REP18**

**VICENZO BONIZZI,** Viola bastarda settings, Volume I viola da gamba and continuo. £8.50

---

**REP19**

**VICENZO BONIZZI,** Viola bastarda settings, Volume II viola da gamba and continuo. £8.50

---

**REP20**

**IPPOLITO**, Canzon super Susanna for four instruments. All four parts have brilliant divisions in this charming canzon da sonar based on the famous chanson of Lassus. £4.50

---

**REP21**

**RICHARDO RGNIONI,** Canzon……. after Mortaro, for soprano Instrument and basso continuo. Includes the original chanson in score and parts £5.00.

---

**ALL 18 TITLES CURRENTLY AVAILABLE: £95 NOW ONLY: £75**